Overall Status
Number of
answers
New
Distributed
Partially Complete

0

0%

1

3%

0

0%

Complete
Rejected

98%
0%

39
0

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

How many times have you met with your mentor so far?
Number of
answers
0

3%

1

1

13%

5

2

33%

3

13

28%

4 or more

11

23%
0%

9
25%

50%

75%

100%

Have you met in person or online?
Number of
answers
In person

82%

Online

31
7

18%
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

How has it been meeting with your mentor online?
It was good, I was moved to Germany for my summer job and so we had our most of our meeting online.
It is mostly nice, but usually, my mentor uses this time of the call to run errands, so whenever I'm talking to him, he is either in
a supermarket or on a busy train, which makes the communication difficult as he is not very focused and I have to repeat the
questions several times, or because he is in a noisy environment I can't hear him that well. I am not too sure how to bring it
up with him as I understand that he is a volunteer and may not have any other time to meet with me.
It has been easy to arrange meetings with my mentor and they have been helpful for me
I would have preferred to meet in person, but my mentor was out of town. It was a brief conversation and we haven't had the
chance to meet again since.
I was very effective with optimal time
Good
Actually we have met both in person and online. So far the procedure has been quite helpful for extending my network and
for making applications.

Why haven't you met with your mentor yet?
I changed mentor from the first one.
With the second mentor was a problem with the email communication so we did not get the chance to meet before his summer
vacation.

How have the meetings been so far?
very helpful and detailed
We managed the revised cv and cover letter things, and it was very helpful.
We have discussed about the next steps for me as a first year master student at DTU and the possibilities that I have for the
Master Thesis and how can I start a career in maritime industry in Denmark.
Very good, we have good chemistry and he is very helpful.
They've been pretty productive. The first meeting was more of an introduction regarding what I would like to achieve by the
end of this experience. The second one was more focused on: 1. discovering more job opportunities in Denmark 2.
understanding my personality and what job I could fit in better
They were good, she helped me to improve my interview skills
They have been very constructive. The two main subjects discussed were the application process for jobs and the extension
of my network.
They have been helpful because I could get some tips for interviews
They have been great. My mentor is a good listener, and is genuinely interested in my success.
They have been going well
The two meetings we’ve had had been really good: my mentor and I connected really well and she has so far given me lots of
useful tools and info for the future.
The meetings have been good.
We got time to know each other and talk about the things that motivate us, and which are the topics that I am more
interested in talking.
The meetings go very well. We have reached some goals set in our first meeting. I am excited to see my mentor next time!
The first meeting was really useful to me because my mentor addressed some specific problems I had both in my
curriculum and in my presentation.
Really nice. Quite helpful and I also practiced my Danish with him and his family
Really nice. Emanuele is very open to talk about all the doubts/misconceptions that I might have.
Also helped me to improve my CV and cover letter which was very nice of him.
Really helpful.
Pretty well. He tries to help me as much as he can, showing examples and giving advices
Pretty nice I'd say. X is a really nice and willing guy, open to topics and he definitely puts time into our meetings. We have nice
discussions, with great suggestions from his side.
My mentor was really professional and diligent. He asked me in advance which topics regarding job hunting I wanted to discuss
and prepared the session in advance with interesting material.
My mentor has been very helpful.
Mostly informative and helpful.
It's nice and impressive. I got some useful advice and guidance.

How have the meetings been so far?
It was fruitful discussion on Danish Labor marketing and on overall mentoring program
We focused on mentor/mentee alignment of expectations
It was a great experience. I got valuable feedback from my mentor
I think, its okay. He is trying to help for my masters thesis topic . Even though we are not get success so far.......
I got to know many valuable things from my mentor. My mentor gave some essential tips about the job market. Overall all
the meetings have been fruitful.
He has been giving me very good tips, but as I said before, a lot of time I feel like he is not very focused / or can't hear me
well. So a lot of his answers are very short. I try to ask more open-ended questions but when he doesn't elaborate I just have to
move on and I'm not sure if the meeting is very efficient.
Great. My mentor helped me to find a good student job.
Great! It's easy to talk and discuss topics that are on my mind. She's quite knowledgeable and helps talk me through any
insecurities and questions that i have regarding my career. Interestingly she jas had similar questions in her own time and
has had a background that jumps indistries (one similar to mine). It helps quite a bit everytime i speak to her
Great
Good. My mentor he was willing to talk and provide guidnance. He also likes to talk about Denmark and answered general
questions
Good.
Good, very brief.
Good and productive
Good
Extremely helpful and informative.
Amazing!
We get along with lot of things

What have you planned for the next meetings?
•Choose which professor to be the thesis’s supervisor and get her/his consent of being referred during the communication
with the companies.
•Draft and send email to mentor for review before sending it to target companies
•Forward the emails regarding communication with professors and companies to the mentor before the next meeting
yes
ways to be confident during the interview process and update of my CV
Work around some interview questions as we have already dealt with correcting my CV and Cover Letter.
We've planned to discuss about networking, and unions
We will start meeting again in September. We will work on real life networking and improvement of presentations, as well as
small talk during events with other professionals.
We will meet again after the summer holidays, and the plan is to focus on topics related to the master thesis. At the moment it
is one of the most significant milestones that I have.
We will follow the Mentee's checklist for the next meeting.
Until the next meeting, I will plan how I improve my Danish
We have planned the next meeting after I finished my exams and summer holidays.
We have not planned a next meeting
We agreed to talk about how to start my full-time job
Topics are discussed in the first meeting. We are going to look at those.
To mail her if I have some questions
To look for some keywords and specify my job search
To discuss about how to face the onboarding process in a company
To discuss a one-year plan with regards to what to do about my career.
The following meetings will be held based on the results of my upcoming applications
Talk about how to do well job in the company.
So far I need to dive into my personality test and understand what job would suit me best
Setting goals and working on tasks talked through in the previous meeting.
Once I will have more information on the requirements, we will talk more about my willing and how to realize it.
Nothing yet
Nothing specific yet.
No plans as of now
NA

What have you planned for the next meetings?
My mentor has been on the vacation so for now I don't have any concrete planning, but the starch of the meeting is to update
him on the progress that I've made, and I have decided the theme of the meeting would be how to resolve the challenges in
the workplace. I usually ask some questions I have encountered before and some examples.
My cover letter, CV and my next plan.
More coaching than application tips. So, getting a bit broader than more specific.
Improvement of my network and my general progress
I have just finished my Master's thesis, and I will focus 100% on my job search, so I would like to focus on the assistance he can
give me in this process.
I already found a job so no plans for now
Discussing my progress with contacting companies with pontential to write my thesis.
Communication strategy for the thesis topics .....
By far, didn’t plan the next meeting.
As of now, nothing has been planned. I will email my mentor with agendas as soon as I finalise them for the next meeting.
Apply to some job posts, in order to find a good master thesis
Agenda: Revaluation of relationship and discussion about the new workplace.
A week after around 17-18

Which of the following topics have you and your mentor discussed?
Number of
answers
CV

68%

Application/motivation letter

26

53%

20

LinkedIn

47%

18

Job interview

47%

18

Presentation technique

18%

7

My unique selling points

42%

16

Future career possibilities

76%

Relevant companies for my profile

29

50%

Recruitment companies for my
profile

19

8%

3

How I can use my educational
skills at the labor market

42%

Professional sparring/discussion

16

53%

Other

20

16%
0%

6
25%

50%

75%

100%

Which other things have you discussed?
rebound from failure of interview or bad interview experience
Salary negotiation
Personal development, personal and professional values
Labour market, he helped me to understand better the danish working environment. He guide me through my first months as
new employee.
I have sent him my CV and he said that he would look into it and comment on some places that could be better, but so far I
haven't heard back from him.
Extension of my network

Do you have any specific milestones that you work on with your mentor, and if yes, which?
trying to find the masters thesis topic ....
not really
no
Yes, my working environment.
Yes, by the end of the mentorship program, we get an offer of doing my master's thesis in a consulting company.
Yes, as I answered before I want to choose a topic for the master thesis and prepare to approach different companies that
could be interested in helping.
With the gudiance of my mentor, I succeeded to get an internship.
We had the milestone of finding a student job
To understand the danish labor market , what is standard and what is not.
To find a company to write my thesis
The application process in general and my network
So far we have not defined any milestones
Not yet.
Not so far.
Not currently but my CV probably later.
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
NA
N/A
Job Search
I would like to be able to switch the focus of my career from a communication background (related to my bachelor's degree)
to a business background (related to my master's degree).
I mostly worked on improving my profile.

Do you have any specific milestones that you work on with your mentor, and if yes, which?
I do not have any specific milestones at the moment because all the milestones I had were achieved during these last three
meetings.
If I develop any other milestones, I'll indeed discuss them with my mentor.
Getting a student job. I got one
Future thesis, and future employment once graduated
Change my job into something more desirable, expand my network and improve my cV
By far, to get an internship or student job.
Building professional network
Build confidence on my professional possibilities.
Apply to some job posts
1. Guidance towards making a career plan
2. Improving networking skills
3. Attain project experience
- Correcting my CV
- Reframing my Cover Letter based on the Job Ad.
- Most Important,
LAND A STUDENT JOB BEFORE THE START OF THE SEMESTER!

Please rate the quality of the match between you and your mentor
Number of
answers
Excellent

26%

Very good
Satisfactory

10
55%

21

11%

4

Fair

8%

3

Poor

0%

0

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Are you satisfied with your mentor match?
Number of
answers
Yes

95%

No

2

5%
0%

36

25%

50%

75%

100%

Please elaborate
we belong to the same industry. He is trying to find the contacts for the thesis topic. He provided couple of contacts for the
same purpose.
We unfortunately had not have enough meeting to be able to elaborate more how we are good match.
We get along very well, and even though she doesn’t come exactly from the same educational background, she always gives me
the best advice possible on my possibilities for my career. She is very honest, which is also very good!
Trine is easy to talk to and helps encourage me to talk about topics thats are on my mind.
She's had a career that involved her jumping industries and countries. This is somewhat similar to my own background and
desire to deviate from my own industry.
Furthermore, She's a generalist in sales. She helped me realised that its okay being a generalist (like me) in skills rather than a
specialist
Though both are on different fields, our overall trayectory is aligned and most of the doubts that I have, he already had it and
went through it.
The mentor helped me in prioritising the topic and giving a holistic perspective on CV, interview Cover letter etc. The meeting
with her was energetic and motivated. I would like to thank and definitely recommend my mentors to others.
The match was good.
The discussions have been informal and about feedback on resume and linkedin
She is very patient and helpful. What she really support me a lot is emotion. We discussed a lot how to rebound from a
failure and how I can be more confident communicating with my boss or senior managers. These soft skills are very
important for me and also what I am looking for right now
She is a pragmatic and experienced lady with a big business network and worked in the sector that I am interested in. She
distributed my CV to relevant parties and gave me tips about interesting companies
She helped me a lot with interviewing which was a weak point
(my mentor) is very professional and friendly! During each meeting, he can always ask the right questions and give very
helpful advice on the challenges I am facing now. We made plans and progress together to achieve the goals that we
discussed in the first meeting. I feel great and lucky to have him as my mentor in Denmark! And thank you so much GCCP, for
giving me such a fantastic opportunity!
Regarding personality, we are somehow similar to each other, but the focus areas in the professional career are different
My mentor, who worked in Horfor, had introduced me to the wind energy department of the company and discussed the
possibility of writing my thesis there.
My mentor works in the area in which I want to work in Denmark.
My mentor is patient enough and he is a good man. I mean as a starter in Denmark labour market, he is willing to guide me
in detail and show some examples to help me understand. He gives me encouragement and some advice on my next plan.
That is an impressive match.
My mentor is a good person but somehow I felt she is not having enough experience of mentoring and she don’t know much
about my field as well.
My mentor is a consultant with lots of experience, which is just what I looked for. He also has had many mentees, so I can
tell he knows how to assess the situation.

Please elaborate
My mentor has satisfied my expectations
My mentor has also studied at DTU in a field that is similar to mine so she has helped me gain insight in what recruiters in my
field are looking for and how to be a good candidate for a job
It was a good match, not necessarily with the exact background but the skills and connections shared are still very much
relevant to build professional network.
I think the match is well done since we are being able to address the major topic that I listed at the very beginning of the
program
I think that I matched with my mentor because she help was able to listen to my needs, share her experience and give me
some good tips
I think it is a good match because he is a person with a lot of knowledge of the construction sector, so he can help me to find
companies that I can apply to.
Also, he is very experienced.
I think he is very helpful, he has the experience to guide me and advice me. He comes from similar background and he can
understand me better. He is very experienced in the danish working environment so he is able to guide me through.
I think I've stated everything during the first question of the present questionnaire.
I find it difficult to communicate with my mentor. His way of expressing himself is not very clear to me. Our schedules don't
seem to match and we weren't able to find a date for a second meeting.
I am satisfied with the match as his knowledge is in my field of domain. I just wish he would spend more time in this
program. I am very confused and don't know how to move forward to make the meetings more effective.
He’s always been willing to help with all the questions that I may have about the application process for a job and he has also
been willing to extend my network and introduce me to colleagues relevant to my specialisation
X is a mentor with a lot of experience, which implies that he has a lot of knowledge of the labour market. Also, he is very
keen to help and always proposes solutions to the questions that I ask.
The only thing that I would change is to have a mentor that works in the renewable energy sector.
X is amazing. Guiding me in multiple topics, taking decisions. Dealing with rejections and more
He works in my sector and can give me insights about how my profile can be interesting, in addition to following me up and
supporting me in my job search.
He is the best. He has been super supportive and helpful in my job search and has always encouraged me during this whole
period. Although, we haven't been able to get a student job (I don't know why the emails are not responded to maybe because
of the summer), but the whole process has been a complete learning experience.
He is professional, decent and respectful.
He is Danish which is nice because I could speak some Danish with him.
He isn't in my field of engineering but very willing to think of people he knows in the field.
He had the same backround. Also he had the same mentality and interests
Be patient to solving my problems
As my mentor is from the same field, which I aspire to work in the future, it has been precious. I had many queries regarding
hard skills, which are of utmost importance in my field of work. Since my mentor could relate to all this, she gave me clear
industrial answers.
All in all, it has been an excellent mentor experience.

Other comments?
no
Thanks for holding this program! You do great and bring lots of amazing opportunities for internationals! love you :)
Thanks again for this great GCCP program! Please keep in touch and let me know if I can be of any assistance in the future!
Best regards/Med venlig hilsen
X:)
No.
No :)
No
No
Its nice to be with someone who has lots of experience in the same field
I enjoy when we are meeting in the park for walks.
I do not have any other comments to make.
-

